
 Disclaimer regarding e-learning Materials Uploaded by or on behalf 
of Faculty Members of CNB College, Bokakhat, Assam 

 

 
 

This e-learning initiative is purely an initiative to inject quality in and to provide for 

innovative teaching - learning environment for all. Due to their limited ability and 

resources, the college administration is unable to investigate any allegations of 

plagiarism relating to the faculty members' uploading of electronic materials to the 

website's e-learning part. The College administration and the faculty do not claim 

ownership of any links that are supplied by the faculty for the benefit of the 

students. However, if any individual, academic or other organization, research 

facility, association of any kind, or other artificial juridical entity has objection in any 

material or part/portion of it or these, then on raising such objection in the prescribed 

manner, the College authorities will be duty-bound to take urgent corrective or 

adaptive measures as soon as possible and in a manner which is as amicable as 

possible so that any interest or right, academic or legal of any such person/academic 

or other institution/research institutes/association of any sort/or any such artificial 

juridical person etc. is not jeopardized or infringed although the college authorities 

will not be legally bound by any activities tan amounting to plagiarism of any sort by 

any faculty members by whom or on whose behalf such e-materials are uploaded. 

The objective of the initiative is only to benefit the students and not to harm any 

interest/right, academic/legal or otherwise, of any person/academic or other 

institution/research institutes/association of any sort/or any such artificial juridical 

person etc. All are requested to bear with us. For raising any objection e-mail can be 

sent to cnbcollege@gmail.com with a signed and sealed (whenever necessary) 'Copy 

of Objection Raised' as attachment in .jpg/.jpeg/.pdf format and not in formats like 

.doc/.docx specifying the exact nature and case of objection. 
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